2-Player Quick Start Guide
For a quick-start game, the younger player will be Home. The older player will be Visitor.
White pegs

Players can track
the score using
the scoreboard
markers

1 Set up the Game Board
Unfold the game board and place
the pegs where shown. Put aside any
unused green or white pegs.

2 Sort the Cards

Red pegs

Blue pegs

Sort the cards as shown. Shuffle any cards placed on the game board.
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3 Draw to Start
Home takes 5 red Pitcher Strategy cards to make a hand. Visitor takes the blue SWING and TAKE cards.
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4 Play Ball!
Pizza Box Baseball is played per the rules of baseball. Instead of playing out every pitch, players
play each at-bat. Play for nine innings (or extra innings, if necessary). Higher score wins!
1. Pitcher takes a white (BALL) or black (STRIKE) strategy card and places it face down.
2. Hitter places either the white (TAKE) or black (SWING) strategy card face down.
3. Players turn over their cards. Based on the 2 colors played, draw a result card for the at-bat.

Draw
from

Draw
from

Draw
from

4. Read the result, and place the card on the discard pile.

Type of Hit or Out

Runners on
white shaded bases
do not move

Number of Bases to
Move Runners
(black shaded bases only)

If card is split, read
only this top result
For additional rules
that use the whole
card, read the
instruction booklet

5. Move pegs for outs, runners and score. The pitcher does not draw a new card.* The pitcher places the
card on the discard pile; the hitter picks up their card and may use it again for the next hitter. Prepare
for the next at-bat, returning to step 1 until there are 3 out in the inning.
6. After 3 outs, update the scoreboard. Players then swap roles. The pitcher discards any remaining
Pitcher Strategy cards and takes the red SWING and TAKE cards. The hitter puts aside the blue SWING
and TAKE cards and becomes the pitcher, taking 5 blue Pitcher Strategy cards. Shuffle pitching cards
after 3 innings.
* If the pitcher runs out of cards in an inning, the pitcher draws 3 additional cards to continue the inning. Thereafter the pitcher may only draw
1 additional card at a time to finish that inning.
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